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How do we get to 1 in 4?

- KPI for one in four undergrads to have had an offshore learning experience by 2020
- We can not do it alone. **Partnerships are essential.**
- Internal partnerships with key allies including CDES and external partnerships with government and third party providers.
Internship Provider Perspective
Kate Moore, Executive Director @KateMooreAIC

Background
• AIC is a "30 year old start up" nonprofit organization that links education and employability through personalized placements, partnering with universities around the world to develop and deliver their academic internship programs in fifteen global cities
• Global expertise (and enthusiasm!) combined with local knowledge and support on the ground
• Convener the Global Internship Conference, coming to Auckland July 2015

Opportunities
• Organizational experience with external funding, including NCP & Freeman
• Context is key 1.0: Mumbai as receiving location, comprehensive student support
• Context is key 2.0: New Zealand as sending location, linkages & leveraging for future ready grads

Potential Challenges
• Scalability, sustainability
• Silos, space for stories
• Experience as education
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